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We first met Lauren in Rockstar’s Temptation, where she wasn’t the best sister to Maisy and tried to come
between her and the man she loved.

Lauren doesn’t know why she is such a bitch, but she is. She believes in being who you are and fuck those
who don’t like it. Her ex is pissed, and she soon realises the hard way that she never should have betrayed
him. Yet, pretty-boy Andrew isn’t as innocent as she thought. In fact, it turns out he’s connected to one of
the biggest gangs in America.
Lauren is beaten and abused in every way possible. Her human rights are stripped, and she is treated like an
animal. Blindfolded and gagged, Lauren has no idea what is going to become of her, or if she will ever get
out of the mess she has found herself in.
Karma has finally caught up with Lauren Ashford, but is this the end, or can someone out there help her? Are
there men strong enough, or even brave enough, to face up to her captors?
When the Philadelphia Kings of Rebellion charter come crashing into her kidnappers’ motorcycle club's
cabin, they find a beautiful girl chained up to a wall and made to live like a dog on the hard floor.
From here, Lauren is given the greatest gift. To go home. Once back in the UK, Lauren is under the
protection of the UK Kings of Rebellion MC and is shocked to find that even though they are dangerous,
they treat her so much better. Here she meets Grim, the oldest son of the president. He’s covered in tattoos,
drives a bike, likes to dress in leather and loves to protect her. Is this the man that Lauren needs? Or do her
old habits of being a “do now, think later” kind of bitch, come back to bite her in the ass?
One thing is for certain, Demon, the president of the motorcycle club who took her, wants her back...
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From Reader Review Karma for online ebook

Jennifer Finn says

This is the first book in the Kings of Rebellion MC series. This is the first book I've read by KT Fisher & I
loved it & will definitely be reading more of her books. Lauren is an unbelievable BITCH, going so far as to
sleep with several of her Sister's boyfriends & treating everyone like shit. She is very selfish & self centered,
only thinking of herself. She has a boyfriend named Andrew who has been busy & she feels neglected so she
has sex with his 2 friends ... at the same time. Andrew walks into her bedroom & sees one dick in her mouth
& one in her vagina so he beats the crap out of both his "friends", calls Lauren a whore & threatens revenge.
Lauren has never seen this violent side of him so she packs a suitcase & leaves America to visit her family in
London. She returns to the U.S. three months later hoping Andrew has forgotten about her. When she gets to
her house she enters her bedroom to find Andrew & two very big bikers waiting for her. Andrew & his
friends, Fist & Fury take turns raping Laura & then they drug & kidnap her. When she wakes up she's in a
dark, smelly dungeon chained to a wall with another girl named Natasha. She discovers she is in the Devil's
Spawn MC's clubhouse & that Andrew AKA Switch is a member & his uncle, Demon is the President. She
is now the property of the MC & each member can have sex with & torture her whenever they like. Demon
tells her if she doesn't obey the bikers she will be punished & Demon likes to use various knives while he's
having sex. After being there for weeks a new girl named Elise is put in the dungeon with her & Natasha.
Elise is very young & very innocent & was visiting the U.S. with her Dad from England, he is a member of
the Kings of Rebellion MC & Demon hates them so he kidnapped Elise. Natasha & Lauren try to protect
Elise as much as they can which usually ends up with them being severely punished. Finally Elise's Dad &
his MC come to rescue her & when they find the other 2 girls they bring them too. Grim is the VP of the
Kings of Rebellion & his Dad is President & Elise is his cousin. Grim can't believe the condition the 3 girls
were in & he can't understand why he feels such a connection to Lauren & why he has such a deep need to
help & protect her. Lauren & Natasha decide to leave the U.S. & go to England & stay with Elise at the MC's
compound where they can be protected. Grim tells Lauren to call him by his real name, Brandon, something
he never allows anyone to do. Brandon was such a hottie & I loved him & Lauren together, they only got a
HFN at the end of this book so I'm hoping the next one seals their HEA.

Judith says

[yes,I know cheating is bad,but he's a total prick (hide spoiler)]

Brooke says

Writing was extremely choppy, feelings weren't described well enough. In a situation such as Lauren, I'd
imagine you'd be feeling all kinds of terrified. Well as far as I know she's feeling fine. The book describes
whats happening around Lauren instead of what's happening to her.

Reflections of a Book Geek says



4.25 Stars

I was given a copy of this book from the author for an honest review!!

Maybe I was a bit naïve but I went into this book expecting it to be a bit on the dark side, what I got was
beyond that. This book is very dark and I normally would steer clear of these types of books.

This book brought out many different emotions in me while I was reading and I have to admit there were a
few points in the book when I didn't know if I would be able to continue to read since it was very graphic,
I'm really glad I read on now.

We meet Lauren at the beginning of the book and I instantly hate her, she is a conniving bitch and she
doesn't care who she hurts. She actually tries her best to hurt everyone around her. Then Lauren gets
captured by her ex and sold to his uncle. After that my heart broke for her. The things she seen and had to go
through were severely traumatic and how she didn't break is beyond me. The Lauren we see for the
remainder of the book becomes one of my favourite heroines, especially after what she done to help Elise.
Lauren turned a corner and I loved how she behaved when she was with the Kings!

About 70% of the book is told in Laurens POV but after that we get to see inside Brandon's head as well, I
love a book with dual POV so I was really happy when it came to that point.

Brandon was an amazing hero!! He was so strong and loving to Lauren, his patience with her was amazing
too. When Brandon was with Lauren he was a totally different man than when he was Grim, the few
glimpses we got of Grim were super hot though. I love the fact that he wouldn't give up on Lauren even
knowing everything she had been through he still wanted her and loved her and to me that was amazing!! I
took a sick satisfaction when Grim went to Demon and done the things he done to him, maybe that makes me
twisted but after what we read about Demon nothing could have been enough for him!!

I loved the supporting characters, every single one of them were amazing and I'm hoping we get to see a lot
more from them!! Natasha and Elise need their stories!!!

This book is not an easy read but in saying that I would still highly recommend it to anyone who likes a good
MC book. This book will take you on a complete rollercoaster ride and you will not feel the same once your
finished. I think K.T Fisher has done a wonderful job with this story and I hope people enjoy this book as
much as I did!!

Maria Lazarou--Obsessed by Books Blog says

I was really looking forward to this book, as I love KT's writing, and I was really not disappointed.

Lauren is a girl that seems hell bent on causing trouble and doesn't think very highly if herself. I think there
are some deep seated problems with her. She causes trouble for her family and is malicious on the way she
goes about it, and also alienates herself from everyone.

Lauren gets herself in a lot more trouble and it's trouble that even she cannot get out of. In to the clutches of
The Devils Spawn Mc.



She needs a hero and that comes in the form of Brandon, from the UK chapter of Kings Rebellion.

This is a story of Karma, it really shows that it can come around and bite you on the arse.

A story of lives being thrown in to danger, torture, and also redemption.
This a definite must read, but be warned it isn't a fluffy, mushy story. There are some very dark scenes
within this book.

***** Reviewed on behalf of Obsessed by Books ********

Elfina Renee says

Wasn't by any means a favorite read, however had an interesting storyline and plot, which is why I gave
three stars. I think readers and fans will be split, either you're gonna love it or hate it. Would have enjoyed
the story more if the heroine didn't self reflect and loath her actions consistently, or felt she deserved the
assault. I don't care how god awful a person is, no one warrants that kind of abuse.

Rosa Sharon (iScream Books Blog) says

Gentle giant biker men...yes, please!

Wow! I met Lauren as the sister of Maisy in The Rockstar's Temptation and I hated the bitch. She was just so
selfish and mean. They say Karma's a bitch...ain't that the truth? I was shocked to discover that the author
was giving her a book of her own and I was very intrigued. I knew it had to be an incredible story to change
my mind about her. But then, I thought why else would she bother writing a book about her if she wasn't
someone worth getting to know, right? Aren't you curious?

And then, when I found out there were badass bikers involved, I'm like...hell yeah! I don't want to give away
any spoilers so I'm not gonna talk about the the story itself, but I will tell you it kicked ass. I'm hooked. I
want a King of my own. Really, I'm not joking. Grim has two sexy blood-brothers and a whole clubhouse
full of King brothers. Can't I have one? Please?

You're gonna love Karma. It's full of drama, action, suspense, danger, friendship, brotherhood, laughter,
sexy-time, mind-bending, hair raising, thought provoking, blush invoking, wall-banging, shower-sexing,
bike-bending-overing, fighting and fabulousness.

Check it out here: http://goo.gl/l5CNRb

Shay says

I just finished Karma and it was a good read. Im a biker girl through and through so when I saw the blurb I
was all over it. Karma is about Lauren (sister to Maisy in Rockstar's Temptation) and if you have read the



story then you know she is SELFISH BIATCH. I hadnt read it as this is my first book from her but trust me,
you get it straight from the horses mouth. I like that she is honest about it. I just didnt expect for things to
take a turn, I mean I figured she would change her tune but I didnt expect her to have been kidnapped, beaten
and raped by the Devil's MC. Im all aboutt karma but DAYUM felt bad for the girl. There was also Natasha
and Elise that were there too. Elise's father rescues them. They are from the Kings of Rebellion MC and
Grim, their VP takes a liking to Lauren. But Demon from the Devil's MC wont let Lauren go. Read to see
what happens!

I liked the story. Im going to be honest, it did start out slow for me. I was kinda confused at first but once
things are explained, the story picked up its pace. I wasnt expecting to read the things I did so keep in mind
when you read this, has some dark moments in this but still anjoyed the story. I liked the characters, it is
centered around Grim and Lauren but the secondary characters give it some umph for me. I thought at times
that the characters voices were blended together, not a clear voice if that makes sense? I like being able to
tell who is who and sometimes that wasnt the case. I couldnt put it down and cant wait to see what happens
in Envy!

Story 4
Sex 4
Overall 4

Reviewed by Shay from Mommys a Book Whore

Kacey Hamford says

This book deserved more than 5 stars!!!

I am a big fan of K T Fisher, I have fallen in love with all of her rockstars and now I have fallen in love with
several bikers - Cowboy from her joint mc series and now Brandon - 'Grim'

This story was great, I love how the book starts off dark and yet the girls still find strength to move on after
their terrible ordeal and decide to live their lives.
The twists and turns were great and I love a biker who is alpha around the clubhouse but sweet and soft when
he is with the woman he loves.

A must read.

Great writing

Sheila says

4.5 stars!!
I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.
I love MC erotica/romance and was not disappointed with the start of this series. It's dark and disturbing and
gritty. Be aware that there are scenes of rape and sexual abuse and decide if those are triggers for you before
reading this book. It doesn't end on so much of a cliffhanger, as with the promise that the story really isn't



finished. I would consider it a Happy For Now ending.

Lauren admits that she's a bitch. She doesn't have an excuse for it and she doesn't know why she's that way.
She has slept with her sister's boyfriends in the past, she cheats on guys she's supposed to be with, she's just
selfish and only looks out for herself. Well, she pisses off the wrong guy when he catches her having sex
with two of his friends. He warns her that she will pay, and he makes good on that promise.

She is kidnapped, drugged, raped and taken to the Devil's Spawn MC clubhouse where she is kept as a sex
slave for the members. They all hurt and abuse her sexually but Demon, the president, is the worst. He has a
thing for knives and has been known to sometimes take it too far. He also has some sort of obsession with
Lauren and is deluded into thinking that she is HIS. We discover that Andrew, the guy who caught her
cheating, is actually a member of this MC called Switch and Demon is his uncle.

After several weeks of being kept prisoner she is finally rescued due to the daughter of a rival MC also being
a prisoner. She knew her family would come for her and they did. The Kings of Rebellion are nothing like
the Devil's Spawn and although Lauren is still nervous around them she notices the differences right away.
One man in particular draws her attention. His club name is Grim, and he seems to make an extra effort to
make sure she's OK. He's also the most handsome man she's ever seen, which helps of course.

By the time Lauren is rescued she's a completely different person than she was before. She feels terrible
about how she acted in the past, especially where her sister is concerned. I hate to say that anything good
came out of such horror but the truth is that maybe Lauren would never have changed if she hadn't suffered
like she did.

Lauren and Grim grow closer and he helps her heal from all the pain that she had experienced. He wants to
keep her safe but Demon hasn't given her up. He tries to get her back and the Kings of Rebellion have to
fight to keep her. While everything seems calm at the end, we are left with a conversation between two
unknown men talking about biding their time and getting Lauren back eventually.

I'm looking forward to watching Lauren and Grim grow closer and finding out if she can ever make amends
with her family. I'm also nervous about what the Devil's Spawn MC has in mind for their plan to get her back
again!

Danielle (Danniegurl) says

This story was interesting and gritty I really liked reading it and it flowed smoothly. Some points were a bit
cheesy and we didn't get too much of the club aspect I was hoping for more of that. What did bother me was
that the editing was off, some characters names were misspelled, different altogether or written about not the
person we were talking about. I am interested in reading the next one and hope that the next one is a bit more
edited. Overall a definitely raw and gritty book.

Bridget says

Oh my God, this book was so freaking good!! Seriously, when can I get my hands on the next one? It was
dark and disturbing through most of it. Reading what happened to Lauren had me cringing and peeking



through my fingers at my iPad. The plot sucked me in and kept me in nervous knots the entire time. This
book dipped into the darker side of MC books something serious, but I love every twisted minute of it. I
cannot wait to see what will happen next.

Maddie M1RiH says

I'm just in awe at the moment my poor brain it stuck in this book and I'm in a karma Coma Wow just breath
taking!
This book was so worth the wait and I was privileged to get an early copy, It was written fantastically I
recommend this book to all :)

Lauren well we're do I start I never bonded to her and then finding out this book was coming I was so eager
for her to turn me around like most characters if they don't capture me and they are in another book later on,
I love how they can change my view.
And wow WOW she did an number on me I'm so glad I got to read about her again I'm not going to give
anything away I never do as its up to you if you like this or not.

I love me some hot bikers and I wasn't disappointed :) this book is Dark, gritty and flows so well I couldn't
put it down and when I did it was on my mind, And it was about British Bikers was a high bonus for me (
nice change)
Brandon Aka Grim was with the Kings of Rebellion he draws you in he's Sexy, Bad and powerful and As
your sucked into his world he's also caring when needed and I like that he takes Lauren under his wing.
There are so many great characters which I love & hate during this book and so many awesome books to
follow after.

This book will totally grip you and wow these characters will give you One hell of a ride to the end, Which
will totally Blow your mind sky high! After this one your be begging for the next as this is a book you don't
want to end.

*Dee's Reading Time Matters says

KARMA NEVER LOSES AN ADDRESS LAUREN!!!!!!

This story was most definitely NOT for everyone... triggers throughout the entire story -- from cheating by
heroine (which is rare in the MC sub-genre I normally read), abuse, rape, torture... you name it --it's included
in "Karma" by K.T. Fisher. ...

No, Karma never loses an address, so was the case with Lauren in this story. Lauren was like a mean girl and
a 1st grade B*TCH if there ever was one! She wore that degrading title well and her actions cause her to get
her payback in spades. After her boyfriend discovered she cheated on him, boy does he get his just reward!
This book was so engaging that I hate to spoil it but remember those characters that you LOVE TO HATE,
Lauren is that character and then some! Although I didn't like her from from the start of this story, she
changed for the better in this raw and gritty tale. Hero, Grim was just so manly and real protective of Lauren



and truly what Lauren needed after all she had gone through.

What to look for in this story is the growth of Lauren and the friendships she obtained from her hell in the
gripping world of KINGS OF REBELLION!

Do I recommend it? Yes!!!!!!!!!!!!

"Karma" was so worthy of the dreaded cliffhanger in my book! lol

5 + raw-- Karma never loses an address stars! *****+

Loz says

gave up at 72%. i know, so close to the end but i just wasn't invested. reading just to read is not what i enjoy.
this book starts off dark with grit but turns cheesy. i didn't like the heroine and the hero was lacking. i didn't
feel him at all, he is the VP of his club but i have no idea what for.. he wasn't anything special. i got 70% in
though, so that counts for something but i don't care to even finish.


